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Professor Shing-Tung Yau, Life Member of the Instítute for Advanced
Study ín Prínceton, is a world-renor¡ned mathematícían. For thousands of
years, man has lived in a kalei-doscopic universe and behind this kaleidoscopic change there lÍes a system, and whoever is able to find the
underlyíng maEhematical principles will have ín his grasp the key to the
secret of the universe. Barely pasË the age of thirty, Professor Yau has
published over forty papers ín the fields of differential geometry, non-

linear partial differential equatíon, theory of functions of several complex
variables and theoretical physícs, arousing int.ense ínÈerest amongst mathematicians all over the world. The tvro ouËstanding achj-evements of Professor
Yaurs 1ie ín his solution of Catabits conjecture by the use of non-linear
differential equaÈion wiËh its application in the field of algebraic geomeËry
Thus
and his proof of the positive mass conjecture in general relativity.
he opens up a realm of mathematical thought fu1l of promise, showing hímself
t,o be a mathematical genius of rhe first \,/ater.
Professor Yau was born ín L949 and edueated at the Pui Ching Míddle
School and The Chinese University of Hong Kong. His precocious mathematical
talent enabled him, after winning the Diploma from Chung Chi College in less
than three years, to proceed t.o the United States for further studies. Tv¡o
years later he won his doctorate from Ëhe University of CalifornJ-a (Berkeley).
At the age of 26, he was appoi-nted visiting professor at the Uníversity of
California (Los Angeles). Two years later ín 1978, he became full professor
aÈ Stanford University. In the same year he was invited to be a "One Hour
Speaker" at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Helsinki, a rare
distinction for the fraternÍ.ty of mathematicians. In I979 he was elected
t'California Scientist of the Year" and í-s Èhe youngest scientist ever to
If youth is an asseÈ for success
have received Èhís distinguished title.
in mathematical research then the youthfulness of Professor Yau consËitutes
an inestimable asseÈ for the world which v¡íll await with eagerness his
furÈher success in revealíng the secrets of the universe.

After an absence of eleven years, his visit to thís UniversiEy is a
matter for warm welcome and to mark our affection and esteem, I now ask you,
Mr. Chancellor, Ëo award Professor Shing-Tung Yau the Degree of Doctor of
Science , I,Lononi'S ceu/sf-.
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